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UK partnership secures major Ministry of
Defence contract
A trio of leading UK-based and owned defence sector players,
led by Coventry-based Morgan Advanced Materials –
Composites & Defence Systems and including Ricardo and
Ultra Electronics, has clinched a highly prestigious contract to
support and develop the Ministry of Defence’s (MoD’s) Cougar
family of protected patrol vehicles
The Cougar Post-Design Service (PDS) programme which covers the Mastiff, Ridgback and
Wolfhound vehicles fleets is set to be worth up to £20 million over the first two years and could
be extended for as long as seven years in total, providing a significant boost to the local
economy. The programme will see the three companies deliver an annual service contract,
with a team of experts on hand around the clock to provide technical and project management
services to successfully manage and support the in-service Cougar family vehicle fleet. Of
particular importance to the programme will be the optimisation of safety on the platforms, in
addition to configuration management, legal compliance and standardisation of the platforms
by rationalising the component supply chain.

The team won the bid against strong competition by best meeting the key criteria specified by
the MoD such as quality, software, safety, environmental impact and vehicle integration, as
well as the ability to provide a truly sustainable support solution. The contract will cover a fleet
of more than 600 vehicles, comprising in excess of 20 variants.

The programme will be co-ordinated from Morgan’s specialist Coventry facility, drawing on the
support of the company’s extensive local supply chain which boasts unrivalled defence sector
experience, securing and creating jobs directly and indirectly across the region.

Defence Minister Philip Dunne said: “As we bring our battle winning vehicles back from
Afghanistan our focus turns to how best we benefit from these life-saving assets in decades to
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come. Our Cougar, Mastiff, Ridgback and Wolfhound fleet, comprising of over 600 vehicles,
have proven themselves time and again on operations and will now support a more efficient
Army. This investment which is set to be worth up to £20m over the first 2 years of the
contract, will not only ensure our vehicles are adapted to their new roles, but will sustain the
livelihoods of highly-skilled employees at three British based Defence companies.”

Duncan Eldridge of Morgan Advanced Materials - Composites & Defence Systems, explained:
“This is a highly significant contract award for us and demonstrates the advantages of
harnessing the unique capabilities of key partners such as Ultra Electronics and Ricardo to
offer the MoD the best possible service in the key areas of armour protection, vehicle
electronics and overall project co-ordination. We believe that the access to these resources
was critical in convincing the MoD that the Morgan-led team was the right choice to deliver its
requirements.

“Moreover, the contract win formally establishes Morgan as the UK technical authority for the
Cougar family, positioning us ideally to bid for further contracts in this area.

Morgan Advanced Materials’ Composites and Defence Systems business (formerly NP
Aerospace) is a global leader in specialised armour technologies. It designed, developed and
integrated UK-specific, specialised armour protection and electronic systems into the entire
Cougar family and also implemented and operated the spares support processes, including
configuration management, stocking and supply chain management, keeping the fleets
running during combat operations.

“We are pleased to be working with Morgan and Ultra on this exciting and important
programme,” added Ricardo UK managing director Martin Fausset. “Ricardo has extensive
expertise in the design, development, refurbishment and upgrade of military vehicles, and is
able to draw upon the very latest skills, technologies and innovations from its work in the
global automotive engineering and motorsports sectors. We look forward to providing the
benefit of our experience to this highly effective, all-British partnership.”

Andy Yates, Managing Director of Ultra Electronics – Precision Air and Land Systems,
commented: “We are delighted to be working with Morgan and Ricardo on the Mastiff,
Ridgback and Wolfhound fleet PDS programmes. We are confident that the MoD will receive
the most cost effective and best in class solution through our tri party team, which draws on
extensive experience in the military vehicle sector”.

Ends
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NOTES TO EDITORS:
Morgan Advanced Materials – Composites and Defence Systems is a business of Morgan Advanced
Materials Plc. It was formerly known as NP Aerospace. In recent years it has delivered a number of
complex programmes for soldier protection and vehicle systems including the Mastiff, Wolfhound and
Ridgback platforms. For these platforms Morgan integrated specialised “UK only” systems such as
electronic countermeasures, local situational awareness and mission-specific equipment to the vehicles
as well as designing, developing and integrating their unique armour systems. Morgan led complete
vehicle systems integration across more than 20 variants with in excess of 800 vehicles produced, and is
the incumbent design authority for the integrated platform. Since the first vehicles were fielded in 2006,
Morgan has been providing post-design service (PDS) support to this fleet through multiple Urgent
Operational Requirement programmes. It has demonstrated its practical configuration knowledge of the
fleets by designing and implementing numerous complex upgrades during recent combat operations. For
further information visit www.morganadvancedmaterials.com/products/composites-defence-systems/.
Ricardo plc is a global, world-class, multi-industry consultancy for engineering, technology, project
innovation and strategy. Our people are committed to providing outstanding value through quality
engineering solutions focused on high efficiency, low emission, class-leading product innovation and
robust strategic implementation. With almost a century of delivering value through technology, our client
list includes the world's major transportation original equipment manufacturers, supply chain
organizations, energy companies, financial institutions and governments. Guided by our corporate values
of respect, integrity, creativity & innovation and passion, we enable our customers to achieve sustainable
growth and commercial success. Ricardo, Inc. is the US subsidiary of Ricardo plc. For more information,
visit www.ricardo.com.
Ultra Electronics is a group of businesses which manage a portfolio of specialist capabilities, generating
highly differentiated solutions and products in the defence & aerospace, security & cyber, transport and
energy markets by applying electronic and software technologies in demanding and critical environments
to meet customer needs The Group offers support to its customers through the design, delivery and
support phases of a programme. Ultra businesses have a high degree of operational autonomy so that
they may provide exceptionally agile and responsive support to customers and partners. The company is
an international pioneer in aircraft and land vehicle information and power systems, and has worked
extensively with customers including the MoD and the US Department of Defense, as well as military
vehicle OEMs and prime contractors. Ultra is currently under contract to provide electronic systems for a
number of major UK vehicle programmes including the Warrior Capability Sustainment Programme and
Scout SV Programme, in addition to providing continued support to the Foxhound Vehicle fleet. The
Mastiff, Ridgback and Wolfhound fleet PDS programme will draw on Ultra’s extensive experience in
military vehicle electronics to provide each platform with an electronic architecture which is supportable
through life. This may also include the investigation onto the incorporation of a Generic Vehicle
Architecture on to these vehicles, which is an area of expertise for Ultra. For more information, visit
www.ultra-electronics.com
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